This adventure happened in October of 2008. Click here for information on our next skydiving adventure.

Gear, Etc

Prices for this Priceless
Adventure
Tandem Skydive

$36,500*

No skydiving experience is necessary for this
incredible adventure. If you’re in reasonably
good health and meet the weight requirement
you can make the jump of your life.

Skydive

$27,500*

This option is available to experienced
skydivers with a Class “C” or “D” license and
at least 200 logged jumps.

Bring or Be a Non-Jumper: $8,500*
All necessary skydiving equipment will be
provided for you. Jumping at such altitudes
requires special parachute equipment which has
been manufactured from very robust materials.
We’ll also provide you with a skydiving oxygen
system that has been well proven at high
altitude and is unobtrusive and non-restrictive.
It’s really cold on Everest, so we’ll provide you
with a thermal head cover in addition to head
protection and protective goggles.
Each jumper or tandem team will also have a
small personal survival kit, compass, firefly
strobe, and two-way mini-radio in case of landing
off the Drop Zone. Our expert team will make
sure you’re fully familiarized with all the jump and
safety equipment.
Experienced, licensed skydivers will make their
own test jumps so as to satisfy the Everest
Skydive team– and themselves– that they are
ready to make the ultimate High Altitude Skydive.
We’ll be using a Turbine Pilatus Porter for our
high-altitude jumps and a Russian Mi17
helicopter and Polish M-28 Skytruck for
familiarization jumps. At the Drop Zone, we’ll use
an Equirrel B3 helicopter and local yaks to get
around.

941-346-2603

Do you want to bring a friend or family member that does not want to jump? No problem.
They can enjoy the view, the hospitality, and
the memories of a lifetime tagging along with
you! Or, maybe you don’t want to jump but
wish to share in the adventure.

Add 10 Days of Trekking:

$1,500*

Extend your incredible adventure with our
“Everest Above and Below” guided trek. Pay
a visit to Everest Base Camp and more.

Pricing Notes
Airfare to and from Kathmandu, personal
items, tips and such are not included in the
price but just about everything else is...
including:
• Accommodations at the 3-star Hotel Tibet
in Kathmandu.
• All meals throughout, either at hotel or in
designated best restaurants.
• Necessary Drop Zone preparation.
• Custom made high altitude jump suit.
• Video of the adventure.
• Official Certificate signed by pilots and
organizers.
* All price estimated based on current and
projected currency exchange rates.

The Skydive Everest Team
TOM NOONAN
Strong Enterprises, Tandem Director
Tom is the Tandem Director for Strong Enterprises, one of
the most respected manufacturers of tandem skydive equipment in the world.
OMAR ALHEGELEN
World Champion Skydiver, Jumpmaster,
Omar helped to pioneer freeflying and has won every award
in the category. He’s completed over 14,000 skydives and is
highly sought after to perform skydiving stunts for film, TV
and movies.
ANDY ELSON
Aeronaut, Cosmonaut, Life Support Specialist
Andy has flown by open balloon to over 40,000 feet more
times than anyone in history. In 1991 he was the first
balloonist to fly over Mount Everest.In 2002 he trained as a
cosmonaut in Moscow.
NIGEL GIFFORD OBE – Mountaineer,
Skydiver, Adventure Logistician
Nigel is the creator of the Everest Skydive Adventure and the
founder of High and Wild UK. A member of the team that
successfully climbed Mt. Everest in 1976, Nigel has been
returning to Nepal ever since.
DAVE WOOD
Professional Skydiver, Chief Instructor
Dave retired from the Royal Air Force in 2006 after 32 years
service to run his own Drop Zone in UK. Dave has made over
7,000 jumps; including over 2,500 High Altitude Low Opening
(HALO) and tandem jumps.
BEN WOOD
Professional Skydiver, Load Organizer &
Aerial Photographer
Ben has over 3000 jumps and over 1200 camera jumps. He
was a military skydive instructor and won Army skydiving
championships in 2002 and 2003.
RYAN DUKE
Ground Communications & Acclimatization

Read more about our team on our website.

www.incredible-adventures.com

Why Jump Everest?

Skydive Everest

The adventure with a mountain view.
You’ll jump from a perfectly good airplane (one
designed for high-altitude flight) and land on a
perfectly good mountain in front of Everest. The
Drop Zone for our Everest Skydiving Adventure
was chosen with care. At 12,350 ft, it’s the highest Drop Zone on the planet and it will exist only
while we’re there. Great care is being taken to
have minimal impact on the environment.
(Landing on Everest at Everest Base Camp isn’t
an option due to the dangerously rocky terrain.)
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Be part of the first ever tandem skydiving
program in front of Mt Everest (29,035ft.)
You’ll freefall past some of the world’s
highest mountains.
You’ll land on the highest drop zone in
the world.
It’s a chance to experience the
Himalayas from above and below.
You’ll visit Kathmandu and the Sherpa
lands of the Everest region.
Experience a High Altitude jump, with
supplementary oxygen.
There will be air-to-air video and
photography on each jump.
Be part of an elite group of international
skydivers.
It’s one of the adventure world's utterly
unique experiences.
It’s an incredible adventure!

Space is limited. Reserve your
place in history today.
Call 941-346-2603

www.incredible-adventures.com

Our jump dates in Nepal are designed to cheat
the 200 mph jet stream that roars across
Everest’s summit. Our first trip is slated for
early October of 2008. For exact departure
dates, give us a call at 941-346-2603.

Be part of the most incredible
skydiving adventure in the world.
For the first time ever, a group of
daring adventurers will Skydive in
front of Mount Everest.
You can be one of them.
Brave extreme cold and battle
extreme altitude for a view
unlike any other.

800-644-7382
941-346-2603 tel.
941-346-2488 fax
Incredible Adventures, Inc.
6604 Midnight Pass Rd., Sarasota, FL 34242

Skydive Everest is a
High and Wild Adventure

www.incredible-adventures.com

